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Alterations to Unit Datasheets 

 

Rubric Marines 

 The Aspiring Sorcerer has 2W and a Force Weapon instead of a Force Staff  

 Warpflamers are free upgrade for Rubric Marines. 

 One Rubric Marine may replace his Boltgun with a Soulreaper Cannon for 25 

points.  If the squad numbers ten or more models, an additional Rubric Marine 

may replace his Boltgun with a Soulreaper Cannon for 25 points. 

 

Scarab Occult 

 Scarab Occult Sorcerer is armed with a Force Weapon instead of a Force Staff 

 The price of the Hellfyre Missile Launcher is reduced to 15, the price of the 

Soulreaper Cannon is reduced to 20 

 

Exalted Sorcerer 

 Exalted Sorcerer has a Force Weapon instead of a Force Sword  and may replace 

all of his wargear except for his Force Weapon and Aura of Dark Glory with 

Chaos Terminator Armor and an Inferno Combi-bolter  for 25 points 

 

Tzaangors 

 All models have Auto-pistols and Chainswords by default 

 Relic Hunters is reworded as follows: 

Models with this special rule can re-roll all failed To Hit and To Wound 

rolls whist engaged in a close combat containing one or more enemy 

models equipped with a relic (or their faction’s equivalent).   

 

 

Alterations to the Discipline of Tzeentch 

 

Tzeentch’s Firestorm 

 Increase the Warp Charge cost to 2 and replace power’s profile with the 

following: 
 Range S AP Type 

-Blue Fire 18” 9 2 Assault D3, Soul 
Blaze     

-Pink Fire Torrent 5 3 Assault 1, Soul 
Blaze, Torrent     



                         This power has two profiles.  Select which profile will be used before                     

attempting to manifest the power. 

 

Alterations to Thousand Sons Detachments 

 

Blessing of Tzeentch 

 The rule is reworded as follows: 

Models with Veterans of the Long War may take their Invulnerable Save 

after failing Armor or Cover saves, but they may not do so if the armor or 

cover save was rerolled due to failure and they may not reroll the 

invulnerable save if failed.  In addition, models with Veterans of the Long 

War have the Fearless special rule.   

 

Chaos Sorcerery 

 The following special rule is added 

Chaos Sorcerery: Psykers may generate their powers from the following 

disciplines: Biomancy, Divination, Ectomancy, Geomortis, Heretech, 

Malefic Daemonology, Pyromancy, Sinistrum, Telekinesis, Telepathy, and 

Tzeentch.   

 

 

Alterations to Formation Datasheets 

 

Favoured of Tzeentch 

 The wording of this rule for all formations is altered as follows: 

If a formation with this rule contains the maximum number of units at the 

beginning of the game, all models in that formation improve their 

invulnerable saves by 1 (to a maximum of 3+).   

 

War Cabal 

 Oracular Guidance has its wording altered to the following: 

Models from this detachment have the Preferred Enemy special rule when 

targeting enemy units hit by a witchfire power this turn or currently 

afflicted by a malediction. 

 

War Coven 

 Prosperine Cult is reworded to the following: 

During list construction, each Psyker from this formation must choose one 

of the Prosperine Cults listed below.  That Psyker gains psychic focus in 

the discipline of his cult and harnesses Warp Charge on a 3+ when casting 

spells from that discipline.   The cults are as follows: 

 Pavoni – Biomancy 

 Corvidae - Divination 

 Pyrae - Pyromancy 

 Raptora - Telekinesis 

 Athanaeans – Telepathy 



 

 

 

Alterations to the Grand Coven Detachment 

 

Tutelaries 

 Add the following special rule to the Command Benefits of the detachment: 

Tutelaries:  All psykers from this formation gain a Spell Familiar at no 

additional cost.   

 

Constituent Parts 

 Remove the following options: 

o Daemon Engines 

o Legion Armoury 

 Add the Chaos Warband as a Core choice. 

 Add the following formations as Auxiliary choices: 

o The Lost and the Damned 

o Helforged Warpack 

o Heldrake Terror Pack 

o Cult of Destruction 

o Fist of the Gods 

o Raptor Talon 

o Terminator Annihilation Force 

o Favoured of Chaos 

o Spawn 

 

 

Changelog 

V4 

 Changed Soulreaper-Rubricae limit to match Blastmaster-Noise Marine limit 

 Changed Firestorm to modal form 

 Removed holdover “Prosperine Khopesh” upgrade on Scarab Occult 

 Grammatical error on Aspiring Sorcerer change fixed 

 

V3 

 Added no rerolls restriction to Blessing of Tzeentch 


